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(57) Abstract: A dynamic image processing method is provided for a dynamic image processing apparatus. The method includes:
identifying a moving subject in the target image and a subject type of the moving subject and determining initial position informa

o tion of each pixel of the moving subject in the target image, calculating intermediate position information of each pixel of the mov
ing subject at each time point in the target image according to a selected motion model matching with the moving subject and the

o initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject, processing corresponding pixels of the moving subject according to
the intermediate position information to obtain an image frame at each time point, and generating an animated image based on the
image frames at each time point.



METHOD, APPARATUS AND TERMINAL DEVICE FOR DYNAMIC IMAGE

PROCESSING

Description

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority of Chinese Patent Application No. 2013 10392689.2,

filed on September 2, 2013, the entire contents of which are incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention generally relates to the image processing technology field and,

more particularly, to a dynamic image processing method, apparatus and terminal device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Image processing includes various operations such as modifying color, synthesis,

saturation and hue of the image, adding animation effect, etc. GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) is

an image file format, and multiple pictures or images can be stored in one GIF file. When multiple

images stored in a GIF file are read out sequentially, image by image, and displayed on a monitor, it

creates a simplest form of animation, or a dynamic image. Since GIF files can be displayed without

relying on any application programs, the GIF files are widely used.

[0004] However, for such dynamic image, represented by the GIF format, the creation of a

single dynamic image often requires to continuously capture multiple images or even requires to

record a video, causing relatively high production requirements. The disclosed methods and

apparatuses are directed to solve one or more problems set forth above and other problems.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0005] The embodiments of the present invention provide a dynamic image processing

method, apparatus and terminal device to achieve the animation effect through the processing of one

image.

[0001] One aspect of the present invention provides a dynamic image processing method, the

method includes identifying a moving subject in a target image and a subject type of the moving

subject and determining initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject in the target

image, calculating intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each time

point in the target image according to a selected motion model matching the moving subject and the

initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject, processing corresponding pixels of

the moving subject according to the intermediate position information to obtain an image frame at

each time point, and generating an animated image based on the image frames at each time point.

[0002] Another aspect of the present invention provides a dynamic image processing

apparatus, the apparatus includes an identifying module, a calculating module and a generating



module. The identifying module is configured to identify a moving subject in a target image and a

subject type of the moving subject and to determine initial position information of each pixel of the

moving subject in the target image. The calculating module is configured to calculate intermediate

position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each time point in the target image

according to a selected motion model matching with the moving subject and the initial position

information of each pixel of the moving subject. The generating module is configured to process

corresponding pixels of the moving subject according to the intermediate position information to

obtain an image frame at each time point and to generate an animated image based on the image

frames at each time point.

[0003] Other aspects of the present disclosure can be understood by those skilled in the art in

light of the description, the claims, and the drawings of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Figure 1 illustrates a flow chart of a dynamic image processing method according to

disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0005] Figure 2 illustrates a flow chart of another dynamic image processing method

according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0006] Figure 3 illustrates a flow chart of another dynamic image processing method

according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0007] Figure 4 illustrates a flow chart of a calculating method for an intermediate position

information according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0008] Figure 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of a dynamic image processing apparatus

according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0009] Figure 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of another dynamic image processing

apparatus according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention;

[0010] Figure 7 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a terminal device according to

disclosed embodiments of the present invention; and

[001 1] Figure 8 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary dynamic image processing

electronic device according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] The followings, together with accompanying drawings of the disclosed embodiments

of the present invention, describe in detail the embodiments of the present invention. Obviously, the

disclosed embodiments are illustrative only. Based on the disclosed embodiments, all other

embodiments obtained by those ordinary skills in the art without creative efforts are within the

protection scope of the present invention.



[0013] The disclosed embodiments of the present invention provide a dynamic image

processing method for electronic devices. Certain terms are used to describe various embodiments.

[0014] GIF image: an image file in GIF data format, which is a continuous tone and lossless

compression format based on LZW algorithm. The compression ratio is generally around 50% and it

does not belong to any particular application program. Another feature of GIF format is that multiple

color images can be stored in one GIF file. When the multiple image frames stored in one GIF file

are read out and displayed frame by frame, a simple animation can be generated.

[0006] Local dynamic image: an image which has some areas shown with a few seconds of

dynamic display effect, and other parts of the image remain unchanged or keep still. The electronic

devices in the various embodiments may include mobile terminals with data processing capability,

such as smart phones, and tablet computers, etc. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of an exemplary

electronic device 800.

[0007] As shown in Figure 8, electronic device 800 may include a processor 802, a storage

medium 804, a monitor 806, a communication module 808, a database 810, and peripherals 812.

Certain devices may be omitted and other devices may be included.

[0008] Processor 802 may include any appropriate processor or processors. Further,

processor 802 can include multiple cores for multi-thread or parallel processing. Storage medium

504 may include memory modules, such as ROM, RAM, flash memory modules, and erasable and

rewritable memory, and mass storages, such as CD-ROM, U-disk, and hard disk, etc. Storage

medium 804 may store computer programs for implementing various processes, when executed by

processor 802.

[0009] Further, peripherals 812 may include I/O devices such as keyboard and mouse, and

communication module 808 may include network devices for establishing connections through the

communication network, such as antenna units and RF circuitry for wireless networks and other

wired or wireless network devices. Database 810 may include one or more databases for storing

certain data and for performing certain operations on the stored data, such as database searching.

[0015] In operation, electronic device 800 may process and create a dynamic image as

requested by a user of the electronic device 800. Figure 1 illustrates a flow chart of a dynamic image

processing method according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention. The disclosed

method may be applied in a smart terminal such as a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal

computer, an intelligent wearable device, etc., for dynamic image processing. Specifically, as shown

in Figure 1, the method includes the following steps.

[0016] At the beginning, in S101, a moving subject in a target image and a type of the

moving subject are identified, and an initial position of each pixel of the moving subject in the target

image is determined.



[0017] The target image may be an image captured by a user, may also be an image

downloaded by the user from the network. The moving subject in the image may be an object which

may move in the target image, such as a leaf, a cloud, a vehicle, a ship, a person, an animal, etc., in

the image. The terminal may determine automatically one or multiple moving subjects based on a

shape feature or based on color and texture segmenting technology. For example, based on the shape

feature of a vehicle, the terminal may determine one or multiple vehicles in the image. Or based on a

selection of the user through circling a border Marquee, the terminal may determine one or multiple

moving subjects.

[0018] After the moving subject is identified, the terminal determines the type of the moving

subject based on the shape feature of the moving subject determined automatically by the system or

selected by the user through the border marquee. After objects in the image are identified, the shape

features describing the shapes of the subjects may be used as basis to distinguish different objects.

The shape feature of the moving subject may be represented by a contour feature or by an area

feature. Through built-in boundary feature algorithms, or Fourier shape description algorithm, etc.,

the shape feature of the moving subject can be extracted. Then according to preset mapping

relationships between shape features and subject types, the subject type of each moving subject may

be determined. For example, based on a square contour and two or more fan-shaped features at the

bottom, it may be determined that the corresponding subject type of these shape features is a bus,

which is a type of vehicle.

[0019] The subject type is used to represent the kind of object the moving subject is. For

example, the subject type may include leaf, cloud, vehicle, ship, people, animals, etc. In the

disclosed embodiments, different subject types may have different motion patterns. In other words,

for each subject type, there is a corresponding motion model.

[0020] After the moving subject in the target image is determined, pixel coordinates of the

moving subject may be determined according to pixel position arrangements. For example, using the

upper left corner of the image as a coordinate origin (0, 0), a horizontal pixel number and a vertical

pixel number of each pixel of the moving subject in the image are determined as the position

coordinate of the pixel. Or the coordinate of each pixel of the moving subject may be determined

according to a width and height of the image to represent the pixel's position in the image.

[0021] In SI02, according to a selected motion model matching the type of the moving

subject and an initial position of each pixel of the moving subject, intermediate position information

of each pixel of the moving subject in the target image at each time point is calculated.

[0022] Using a different motion model for each subject type may make the animation much

richer. And for different subject types, the types of movements are different. For example, a cloud



may only make a horizontal left and right move, a vehicle may make a "S"-shaped move, a leaf may

make a semi-circle move, and a ship may make an undulating move along waves.

[0023] Therefore, motion models with different motion functions can be configured for

different subject types, each motion model includes a function of initial position, moving position,

and moving time, which may be represented or described pl=d(p0, t), where p O refers to an initial

coordinate of a pixel of the moving subject, t is a time parameter, which describes a time period

spent for the moving subject to complete a movement, p i refers to a coordinate of the pixel after the

movement.

[0024] For example, for the undulating movement of the ship, the motion model may be

described by a sine function, i.e. y=sin(t). According to the sine function, a spatial location sequence

of the ship in time sequence may be obtained. Based on the time t, the ship's initial position in the

image p O and through the sine function, the intermediate position information at different times

relative to the initial position in the time sequence may be obtained. Thus, based on the motion

model, a position of the subject at a certain time in the image during the movement may be obtained.

[0025] Based on the motion model with its respective motion function, each intermediate

position of each pixel in the image during the movement of the pixel from the initial position to the

final position after the time t may be calculated. Specifically, at each time point, the intermediate

position information may be obtained and the intermediate position information includes the

intermediate position of each pixel at this time point.

[0026] In SI03, based on the intermediate position information, the corresponding pixels of

the moving subject are processed to obtain an image frame at each time point, and based on the

image frame at each time point, an animated image is generated.

[0027] Specifically, in SI03, through pixel redrawing, the corresponding pixels are redrawn

at each corresponding intermediate position. Each redrawing of the corresponding pixels causes a

movement of a corresponding area of the moving subject. Therefore, a background may also be

estimated. And according to a background estimate result, a background inpainting process is

performed after the movement of the moving subject in the target image to fill or refill the

background. ()

[0028] Thus, an image frame may be obtained based on the intermediate position at each time

point. And the image frames obtained based on all the intermediate positions may compose an

animated image or a local dynamic image. Specifically, using existing GIF format, the image frames

obtained at each time point through the above steps are processed to generate the animated image.

[0029] It should be noted that the terminal does not perform the moving process for the pixels

of other content in the target image (the other content includes all the elements excluding the

determined moving subject in the image). The terminal only redraws the pixels of the other content



according to their original position coordinates in the corresponding image frame at each time point.

And when the corresponding image frame at each time point is generated, the pixels of the other

content are first redrawn, and then the corresponding pixels of the moving subject are redrawn in the

intermediate position information calculated in SI 02. Thus, the other content is covered and a clear

image frame is obtained and displayed.

[0030] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, the terminal may identify the moving

subject in the image, calculate the coordinates based on the motion model, and may generate multiple

image frames to make the moving subject move. Dynamic image display can be quickly achieved in

one image, and it is easy for the user to operate.

[003 1] Figure 2 illustrates a flow chart of another dynamic image processing method

according to disclosed embodiments. The method may be applied in a smart terminal such as smart

phone, tablet computer, personal computer and intelligent wearable device, etc., for dynamic image

processing. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2, the dynamic image processing method may include

the following steps.

[0032] At the beginning, in S201, a moving subject selected by a user in a target image is

determined. The user may use a Marquee or depicting lines to select from the target image the to-be-

moved subjects, such as vehicles, clouds and leaves, etc. The user may select one of the subjects, or

select multiple subjects to be processed in following steps S202 to S205.

[0033] In S202, according to a shape feature of the selected moving subject, a subject type of

the moving subject is determined. Specifically, a statistical study may be performed on the shapes of

those subjects, such as vehicles, clouds and leaves, etc., to determine the corresponding shape

features. Still in S202, based on a comparison between the shape feature and each moving subject

selected by the user, the subject type of each moving subject selected by the user is determined,

wherein the subject type may include the type of vehicle, cloud and leaf, etc. Steps S201 to S202

correspond to step SI0 1 described above in the disclosed embodiments as shown in Figure 1 .

[0034] In S203, according to the selected motion model matching with the subject type and

an initial position of each pixel of the moving subject, intermediate position information of each

pixel of the moving subject at each time point in the target image is calculated.

[0035] In S204, according to each intermediate position, the corresponding pixels of the

moving subject are processed to obtain an image frame at each time point, and based on the image

frame at each time point, an animated image is generated. The implementation of S203 and S204

may refer to the corresponding descriptions of SI02 and SI03 in the disclosed embodiments as

shown in Figure 1.

[0036] In S205, the image frames at each time point are read out frame by frame from the

animated image to display the animated image. That is, after the animated image is generated, the



terminal may read out the image frames at each time point from the animated image frame by frame

in time sequence to display the corresponding animation to the user.

[0037] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, the moving subject in the image may

be determined and identified according to the user's selection, the coordinates can be calculated

based on the motion model to generate multiple frames to make the moving subject move. The

dynamic image display in one image may be quickly achieved, and it is easy for the user to operate.

[0038] Figure 3 illustrates a flow chart of another dynamic image processing method

according to disclosed embodiments of the present invention. The method may be applied in smart

terminals such as smart phones, tablet computers, personal computers and intelligent wearable

devices, etc., for dynamic image processing. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, the dynamic image

processing method may include the following steps.

[0039] S301, based on a color and/or texture of a target image, determining at least one initial

moving subject in the target image.

[0040] S302, according to a user's calibration operation on the at least one initial moving

subject, determining at least one moving subject.

[0041] Based on the color and/or texture factors, etc., of each area in the image, the terminal

may roughly estimate one or more target subjects, i.e., the initial moving subject, and displays a

corresponding Marquee border. The user may perform the calibration operation through manual

modification with the use of a mouse or keyboard, etc., and eventually determines at least one

moving subject.

[0042] S303, according to a shape feature of the determined at least one moving subject,

determining a subject type of the moving subject.

[0043] Specifically, a statistical calculation may be performed on the shapes of the subjects

such as vehicles, clouds and leaves, etc., to determine the corresponding shape features. Still in S302,

based on a comparison between these determined shape features and each moving subject selected by

the user, the subject type of each moving subject selected by the user is determined, wherein the

subject type may include the type of vehicle, cloud and leaf, etc. Steps S301 to S302 correspond to

step S101 described above in the disclosed embodiments as shown in Figure 1 .

[0044] S304, according to the selected motion model matching with the subject type and the

initial position of each pixel of the moving subject, intermediate position information of each pixel of

the moving subject at each time point in the target image is calculated.

[0045] S305, according to each intermediate position, corresponding pixels of the moving

subject are processed to obtain an image frame at each time point, and based on the image frame at

each time point, an animated image is generated.



[0046] The implementation of S304 and S305 may refer to the descriptions of SI02 and SI03

in the disclosed embodiments as shown in Figure 1 .

[0047] In addition, S305 may specifically include: obtaining an edge pixel of the moving

subject, determining in the target image pixel information of a background pixel adjacent to the edge

pixel, wherein the pixel information includes color information of the pixel; redrawing the

corresponding pixels of the moving subject in each intermediate position to move the moving subject,

and, based on the determined pixel information of the background pixels, inpainting a background of

the target image after a movement of the moving subject.

[0048] In other words, after the pixels are redrawn, because an area where the moving subject

is located is moved, an empty area may occur after the movement, and a background inpainting

process may need to be performed on the empty area to fill the background according to the

background pixels near the moving subject.

[0049] S306, the image frames at each time point are read out frame by frame from the

animated image to display the animated image.

[0050] After the animated image is generated based on the redrawn image frames, the

terminal may read out the image frames at each time point from the animated image frame by frame

to display the corresponding animation to the user.

[0051] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, the terminal may determine and

identify the moving subject in the image according to the user's calibration, calculate coordinates

based on the motion model to generate multiple frames to make the moving subject move. The

dynamic image display in one image may be quickly achieved, and it is simple for the user to operate.

[0052] Further, Figure 4 illustrates a flow chart of a calculating method for intermediate

position information according to disclosed embodiments. The method may correspond to the

process steps described above in the disclosed embodiments as shown in Figure 1 to Figure 3, where

the intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each time point in the

target image is calculated according to the selected motion model matching with the moving subject

and the initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject. Specifically, as shown in

Figure 4, the calculating method may include the following steps.

[0053] At the beginning, in S401, the motion model matching with the subject type is

selected from a preset relationship database of the subject type and the motion model.

[0054] A mapping table may be established in the preset relationship database of the subject

type and the motion model. The mapping table records the subject types of certain moving subjects

and the motion models which are one to one mapped to the subject types. For example, certain

subject type and motion model mapping are illustrated in Table 1 below:

Table 1 Subject type and motion model mapping



Type Motion Model

Leaves pl=dl(p0, t)

Vehicles pl=d2(p0, t)

Clouds pl=d3(p0, t)

[0055] As shown in Table 1, the leaf subject type is mapped to the motion model pl=dl(p0,

t), the vehicle subject type is mapped to the motion model pl=d2(p0, t), the cloud subject type is

mapped to the motion model pl=d3(p0, t). Other subject type and motion model mapping may also

be used. By presetting the mapping table, the motion model may be chosen at any time for the

moving subjects of various subject types in order to carry out targeted dynamic image processing.

[0056] In S402, a moving direction specified by a user is obtained. Step S402 may first

provide an interactive user interface UI to the user, and then obtain the moving direction specified

through the interactive user interface UI by the user. It should be noted that the moving direction is a

specified overall moving direction of the moving subject, and during a movement in the moving

direction, a moving route is determined according to the motion model.

[0057] In S403, according to the matching motion model and the initial position of each pixel

of the moving subject, the intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at

each time point in the specified moving direction in the target image is calculated.

[0058] Specifically, in S403, according to the initial coordinate and the motion model, the

intermediate position information at a first time point is calculated. Based on the calculated

intermediate position information, the intermediate position information at a next time point is

calculated. So on and so forth, the intermediate position information in the target image at each time

point can be obtained.

[0059] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, a relationship database of the subject

type and the motion model can be preconfigured and the moving direction specified by the user can

be obtained. Based on the user's demand to animate part of the image, the intermediate position

information during the movement can be quickly calculated to facilitate the subsequent localized

dynamic image processing of the image.

[0060] According to the disclosed embodiments, a dynamic image processing apparatus

according is also provided. Figure 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of a dynamic image processing

apparatus according to disclosed embodiments. The disclosed apparatus may be applied in smart

terminals, such as smart phones, tablet computers, personal computers, intelligent wearable devices,

etc., for dynamic image processing. Specifically, as shown in Figure 5, the image processing



apparatus may include an identifying module 1, a calculating module 2, and a generating module 3 .

Other modules may also be included.

[0061] The identifying module 1 is configured to identify a moving subject in a target image

and a subject type of the moving subject, and to determine initial position information of each pixel

of the moving subject in the target image. The calculating module 2 is configured to calculate

intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each time point in the target

image according to a selected motion model matching with the subject type and the initial position

information of each pixel of the moving subject.

[0062] The generating module 3 is configured to process the corresponding pixels of the

moving subject to obtain an image frame at each time point according to each intermediate position

information, and to generate an animated image according to the image frames at each time point.

[0063] The target image may be a photo captured by a user, may also be an image or picture

downloaded by the user from the network. The moving subject in the image may be an object in the

target image which may move, such as leaf, cloud, vehicle, people, animals, etc. Specifically, one or

more moving subjects may be determined automatically by the image processing apparatus based on

a color and texture segmenting technology, or may be determined by manual selection through a

Marquee border by the user.

[0064] The identifying module 1 may, based on a shape feature, automatically determine one

or more moving subjects. For example, based on the shape feature of vehicle, one or more vehicles

in the image may be determined. Or one or more moving subjects may be determined by the

selection of a user through a border Marquee.

[0065] After the moving subject is identified, according to the shape feature of the moving

subject determined automatically or by manual selection through a Marquee border (e.g., line border

of a geometric shape or any other shape), the identifying module 1 may determine the subject type of

the moving subject.

[0066] After an object is determined and identified in the image, the shape feature which

describes the shape of the moving subject may be used as a basis to distinguish different objects.

The shape feature of the moving subject may be represented through a contour feature or through an

area feature, and the shape feature of the moving subject may be extracted by certain algorithm, such

as built-in boundary feature algorithm, Fourier shape description algorithm, etc.

[0067] Further, according to a preset mapping relationship between the shape feature and the

subject type, the subject type of each moving subject may be determined. For example, based on a

square contour and two or more fan-shaped features at the bottom, it may be determined that the

corresponding subject type of the shape features is a bus, which is a type of vehicle.



[0068] The subject type is used to represent the kind of object the moving subject is, and the

subject type may further includes the subject types such as leaf, cloud, vehicle, ship, person, animal,

etc. Further, different subject types may have different motion patterns. In other words, for each

subject type, there is a corresponding motion model.

[0069] After the moving subject in the target image is determined, the identifying module 1

may specifically determine a coordinate of each pixel of the moving subject according to a two-

dimensional data array or a width and height of the image.

[0070] Setting different motion model for each subject type may make the animation much

richer. And different subject types have different movement patterns. For example, the cloud may

only make a horizontal left and right move, the vehicle may make an "S" shaped move, the leaf may

make a semi-circle move, and the ship may make an undulating move.

[0071] Therefore, motion models with different motion functions may be provided to

different subject types, each motion model may be represented or described respectively by a

function pl=d(p0, t), where p O refers to an initial coordinate of a pixel of the moving subject, t is a

time parameter, which describes a time length (period) spent for the moving subject to complete a

movement, p i refers to a coordinate of the pixel after the movement. The calculating module 2,

based on the function pl=d(p0, t), may calculate and obtain each intermediate position of each pixel

during the movement of the pixel from the initial position to the final position coordinate after the

time t . The intermediate position information may be obtained at each time point and the

intermediate position information includes the intermediate position information of each pixel at the

time point.

[0072] The generating module 3 may further redraw the corresponding pixels at each

corresponding intermediate position through pixel redrawing. Each redrawing of the corresponding

pixels causes a movement of the corresponding area of the moving subject. So a background may

also be estimated. And according to a background estimate result, a background inpainting process

may be performed.

[0073] The generating module 3 may obtain an image frame based on the intermediate

position at each time point and compose an animated image according to the image frames obtained

based on all the intermediate positions. The generating module 3 may specifically uses existing GIF

format to process the image frames obtained at each time point through the above steps to obtain the

animated image. Other image formats may also be used.

[0074] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, the image processing apparatus may

calculate coordinates based on the motion model, and generate multiple frames to make the moving

subject move. Thus, the disclosed image processing apparatus may quickly achieve dynamic image

display in one image, improving the easiness and convenience of the use experience.



[0075] Figure 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of another dynamic image processing

apparatus according to disclosed embodiments. The image processing apparatus may further include,

in addition to the identifying module 1, the calculating module 2, and the generating module 3 shown

in Figure 5, a display module 4 .

[0076] The display module 4 is configured to read out the image frames at each time point,

frame by frame, from the animated image to display the animated image. That is, after the animated

image is generated, the display module 4 may read out the image frames at each time point frame by

frame from the animated image to display the corresponding animation to the user.

[0077] Additionally or alternatively, the calculating module 2 may further include a selecting

unit 21, an obtaining unit 22, and a calculating unit 23.

[0078] The selecting unit 2 1 is configured to select a motion model matching with a subject

type from a preset relationship database of the subject type and the motion model. The obtaining

unit 22 is configured to obtain a moving direction specified by a user.

[0079] The calculating unit 23 is configured to calculate intermediate position information of

each pixel of the moving subject at each time point in a target image according to the selected motion

model matching with the subject type and the initial position information of each pixel of the moving

subject.

[0080] A mapping table may be established in the preset relationship database of the subject

type and the motion model. The mapping table may record the subject types of certain moving

subjects and the motion models which are one to one mapped to the subject types, such as Table 1 .

By presetting the mapping table, the motion models may be chosen at any time for the moving

subjects of various subject types in order to carry out targeted dynamic image processing.

[0081] The obtaining unit 22 may first provide an interactive user interface UI to the user,

and then obtains the moving direction specified through the interactive user interface UI by the user.

The user may specify the direction in the way like "to the left", "to the right", etc., to complete the

movement of the moving subject based on the specified direction and the motion model. It should be

noted that the moving direction is a specified overall moving direction of the moving subject, and

during the movement in the moving direction, a moving route is determined according to the motion

model.

[0082] The calculating unit 23 may specifically calculate the intermediate position

information at a first moment according to an initial coordinate and the motion model. Based on the

calculated intermediate position information, the intermediate position information at a next moment

is calculated. So on and so forth, the intermediate position information in the target image at each

time point can be obtained.



[0083] Further, additionally and/or alternatively, the generating module 3 may further include

a determining unit 31, a redrawing unit 32, and an inpainting unit 33.

[0084] The determining unit 31 is configured to obtain edge pixels of the moving subject and

to determine in the target image pixel information of background pixels adjacent to the edge pixels,

wherein the pixel information includes color information of the pixels. The redrawing unit 32 is

configured to redraw the corresponding pixels of the moving subject in each intermediate position to

move the moving subject.

[0085] The inpainting unit 33 is configured to inpaint a background of the target image after

the movement of the moving subject based on the determined pixel information of the background

pixels. In other words, after the pixels are redrawn, because an area where the moving subject is

located is moved, an empty area may occur after the movement. The inpainting unit 33 may inpaint

the background in the empty area according to the background pixels near the moving subject.

[0086] In addition, the identifying module may further include a selection determining unit

11 and a first type determining unit 12. The selection determining unit 11 is configured to determine

the moving subject selected by the user from the target image.

[0087] The first type determining unit 12 is configured to determine the subject type of the

moving subject based on the shape feature of the selected moving subject. Specifically, a statistical

calculation may be performed on the shapes of the subjects, such as vehicle, cloud, and leaf, etc., to

determine the corresponding shape features.

[0088] The first type determining unit 12 may, based on the determined shape features,

compare these shape features with each moving subject selected by the user to determine the subject

type of each moving subject selected by the user. The subject type may include the type of vehicle,

cloud, or leaf, etc. After the object is determined and identified in the image, the shape feature which

describes the shape of the moving subject may be used as a basis to distinguish different objects.

The shape feature of the moving subject may be represented through a contour feature or through an

area feature, and the shape feature of the moving subject may be extracted by a built-in boundary

feature algorithm, a Fourier shape description algorithm, etc.

[0089] Further, according to a preset mapping relationship between the shape feature and the

subject type, the subject type of each moving subject may be determined. For example, based on a

square contour and two or more fan-shaped features at the bottom, it may be determined that the

corresponding subject type of the shape features is a bus, which is a type of vehicle.

[0090] Further, the identifying module 1 may also include an initial determining unit 13, an

operation determining unit 14, and a second type determining unit 15. The initial determining unit

13 is configured to determine at least one initial moving subject from the target image based on a

color and/or texture of the target image.



[0091] The operation determining unit 14 is configured to determine at least one moving

subject based on a user's calibration operation on the at least one initial moving subject. The second

type determining unit 15 is configured to determine the subject type of the moving subject based on

the shape feature of the determined at least one moving subject.

[0092] The identifying module 1 may also include the selection determining unit 11, the first

type determining unit 12 and the initial determining unit 13, the operation determining unit 14 and

the second type determining unit 15 to complete the identification of the moving subject and its

subject type based on the user's actual needs.

[0093] Further, based on the color and/or texture factors, etc., of each area in the image, the

image processing apparatus may roughly estimate one or more target subjects, i.e., the initial moving

subjects, and displays the corresponding Marquee border. The user may perform the calibration

operation through manual modification using a mouse or keyboard, etc., and eventually determines at

least one moving subject.

[0094] Specifically, a statistical calculation may be performed on the shapes of the subjects,

such as vehicle, cloud, and leaf, etc., to determine the corresponding shape features. The second type

determining unit 15 may, based on the determined shape features, compare these shape features with

each moving subject selected by the user to determine the subject type of each moving subject

selected by the user. The subject type may include the type of vehicle, cloud, and/or leaf, etc.

[0095] Thus, according to the disclosed embodiments, the image processing apparatus may

determine and identify the moving subject in the image according to automatic identification and the

user's calibration operation, and calculate coordinates based on the motion model to generate

multiple image frames to make the moving subject move. Thus, dynamic image display in one

image may be quickly achieved, improving use easiness and convenience.

[0096] Further, based on the preset relationship database of the subject type and the motion

model and the moving direction selected by the user, the disclosed image processing apparatus may

target the user's demand to animate part of the image, quickly calculate each intermediate position

information during the movement to facilitate the follow-up implementation of a localized dynamic

image processing of the image.

[0097] Figure 7 illustrates a schematic block diagram of an exemplary terminal according to

the disclosed embodiments. The terminal may be a smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal

computer, or an intelligent wearable device, etc. The terminal may specifically include: a processor

100 and a monitor 200. The processor 100 and/or the monitor 200 may be configured to perform the

various methods described above and to implement the various apparatuses describe above.

[0098] Those ordinary skilled in the art may understand that the entire or part of the process

of the disclosed methods may be implemented through a relevant hardware instructed by a computer



program. The program may be stored in a computer accessible storage medium. When the program

is executed, the program may perform the processes described above in the disclosed methods to

identify a moving subject in an image and calculate coordinates based on a motion model to generate

multiple image frames to make the moving subject move. The storage medium may include a

magnetic disk, optical disk, read-only memory (ROM) or random access memory (RAM), etc. This

disclosure describes certain embodiments of the present invention, and does not intend to limit the

protection scope of the present invention. Therefore, any equivalent changes made consistent with

the claims of the present invention are still within the protection scope of the present invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY AND ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

[0001] Without limiting the scope of any claim and/or the specification, examples of

industrial applicability and certain advantageous effects of the disclosed embodiments are listed for

illustrative purposes. Various alternations, modifications, or equivalents to the technical solutions of

the disclosed embodiments can be obvious to those skilled in the art and can be included in this

disclosure.

[0099] The disclosed methods and systems can be implemented in various image processing

applications, especially for mobile terminal based image processing applications. By using the

disclosed methods and systems, the moving subject in the image can be determined and identified,

and the coordinates of pixels of the moving subject can be calculated based on the motion model

matching the subject type to generate multiple image frames to make the moving subject move.

Thus, dynamic image display in one image may be quickly achieved, and it is easy and convenient

for the user to operate.



Claims

1. A dynamic image processing method, comprising:

identifying a moving subject in a target image;

determining a subject type of the moving subject;

determining initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject in the target

image;

calculating intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each

time point in the target image according to a selected motion model matching the moving

subject and the initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject; and

processing corresponding pixels of the moving subject according to intermediate position

information of pixels of the moving subject matter to obtain an image frame at each time

point and generating an animated image based on the image frames at each time point.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein calculating the intermediate position information

of each pixel of the moving subject at each time point in the target image includes:

selecting the motion model matching the moving subject from a preset relationship database

of the subject type and the motion model;

obtaining a moving direction specified by a user;

calculating the intermediate position information of each pixel of the moving subject at each

time point in the specified moving direction in the target image according to the matching

motion model and the initial position information of each pixel of the moving subject.

3 . The method according to claim 2, wherein processing the corresponding pixels of the

moving subject according to each intermediate position information to obtain the image

frame at each time point and generating the animated image based on the image frames at

each time point further includes:

redrawing at the intermediate position corresponding pixels of the moving subject to make

the moving subject move;

inpainting background in the target image after a movement of the moving subject according

to determined background pixel information.

4 . The method according to claim 3, wherein identifying the moving subject in the target image

and the subject type of the moving subject includes:

determining the moving subject selected by the user in the target image; and

determining the subject type of the moving subject according to a shape feature of the



selected moving subject.

The method according to claim 3, wherein identifying the moving subject in the target image

and the subject type of the moving subject includes:

determining at least one initial moving subject in the target image based on at least one of a

color feature and a texture feature;

determining at least one moving subject according to a calibration operation of the user on

the at least one initial moving subject; and

determining the subject type of the moving subject according to the shape feature of the

determined at least one moving subject.

The method according to claims 1-5, further includes:

reading out the image frames at each time point frame by frame from the animated image to

display the animated image.

Adynamic image processing apparatus, comprising:

an identifying module configured to identify a moving subject in a target image, to

determine a subject type of the moving subject, and to determine initial position information

of each pixel of the moving subject;

a calculating module configured to calculate intermediate position information of each pixel

of the moving subject at each time point in the target image according to a selected motion

model matching the moving subject and the initial position information of each pixel of the

moving subject; and

a generating module configured to process corresponding pixels of the moving subject

according to the intermediate position information to obtain an image frame at each time

point and to generate an animated image based on the image frames at each time point.

The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the calculating module further includes:

a selecting unit configured to select the motion model matching with the moving subject

from a preset relationship database of the subject type and the motion model;

an obtaining unit configured to obtain a moving direction specified by a user;

a calculating unit configured to calculate the intermediate position information of each pixel

of the moving subject in the specified direction at each time point in the target image

according to the matching motion model and the initial position information of each pixel of

the moving subject.



9 . The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the generating module includes:

a determining unit configured to obtain edge pixels of the moving subject and to determine

pixel information of background pixels adjacent to the edge pixels in the target image,

wherein the pixel information includes color information of the pixel;

a redrawing unit configured to redraw at each intermediate position the corresponding pixels

of the moving subject to make the moving subject move; and

an inpainting unit configured to inpaint background in the target image according to the

determined background pixel information.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the identifying module includes:

a selection determining unit configured to determine the moving subject selected by the user

in the target image; and

a first type determining unit configured to determine the subject type of the moving subject

according to a shape feature of the moving subject.

11 . The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the identifying module further includes:

an initial determining unit configured to determine at least one initial moving subject based

on at least one of a color feature and a texture feature;

an operation determining unit configured to determine at least one moving subject according

to the user's calibration operation on the at least one initial moving subject; and

a second type determining unit configured to determine the subject type of the moving

subject according to the shape feature of the determined at least one moving subject.

12. The apparatus according to claims 7-11, further includes:

a display module configured to read out the image frames at each time point frame by frame

from the animated image to display the animated image.
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